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1.

INTRODUCTION TO WEIGH-MIX SYSTEMS

1.0

To meet the variety of small, medium and large sized bulk ingredient handling and processing
requirements, the Grain Tech Weigh-mix System offers bulk handling installations with accompanying
batching facilities to cover a wide range, from 1 tonne capacity through to 30 tonne and up, with
these being for either interior storage as well as exterior storage requirements.

1.1

The bulk storage units themselves are of either the standard 1 tonne bulk bag or ABS Trevira Flexible
Silos for interior storage or the optionally designed panel bolt together aluminium or stainless steel Bulk
Storage Silo units with the respective sizes and capacities being provided to suit the particular
requirements for both internal and external applications.

1.2

The Conveying and Batch Weighing Systems are designed to optimise the mixer load cycles, with
equipment incorporated having been fully proven within many operating systems to enable very high
levels of accuracy to be maintained consistently with absolute reliability of the ingredient batched
weight.

1.3

Various levels of automation may be built into each individual system to match the sequencing and
load requirements. The total control system can be readily extended to control liquid addition by
weight and temperature to give an integrated dry/wet ingredient batching system where required.

1.4

The type of Bulk Storage Silo and Weigh-mix System most suited to each installation is dependent upon
a number of factors, i.e.:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly ingredient usage,
Available internal space for bulk silo or storage,
Number of mixing stations to be supplied,
Whether significant volumes of secondary materials or alternative ingredients are necessary within
the mix,
Available head height within the building,
Degree of automation required for weighing of other ingredients/liquids,
Whether or not temperature control is required for liquids to be added,
Requirement for integration of the batch mixing function with other downstream processes,
Degree to which the system is to be expanded in the future.

The bulk storage facility can be one of the well proven Grain Tech Bulk Bag or various size ABS Trevira
Flexible Silo units for internal storage applications or optionally the Silbox stainless steel or aluminium
type silo for both internal and external instalations.
1.5

Bulk Bag Storage and Handling Systems offer a convenient means of enabling the smaller volume user
to adapt to bulk handling without the need of a larger silo requiring head height, which may not be
available or convenient. The bulk bags are stored within the plant warehouse area to be lifted up to
the specially designed discharge unit for batch discharge metering to the process mixer via either a
pneumatic transfer weighing system or metering auger dosing system. Discharge and metering by
weight are controlled via the standard Weigh-mix Control System. Bulk Bag Handling incorporated
within the Grain Tech Weigh-mix System offers an inexpensive and convenient way of changing to the
advantages of bulk ingredient supply with automated weighing control.

1.6

Greater weekly usage requirements, where internal storage headroom is available, enable the
incorporation of one of the various sized ABS Trevira Flexible Bulk Silos, which can be linked to the
Weigh-mix Control System. This arrangement is suited to the medium to larger volume user and may
be incorporated to deliver via either a pneumatic handling/weighing or metering coreless auger
arrangement.
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1.7

Where internal storage space is restricted the option of installing an external housed silo, with
capacities from 3 tonne to 20 tonne, provide the ideal solution, particularly as these silos offer many
advantages over standard painted steel silos due to their lightness of construction, durability and noncorrosive features, while also being very cost competitive relative to alternatives.

1.8

The Weigh-mix System load cell mixer mounting base unit is adaptalbe to take any variety of mixers
operating within the Process Industries, and is a proven durable and highly accurate weighing module,
while the programmable controller unit enables flexibility of mixer ingredient loading for both dry and
liquid ingredients with the added facilities of sequential control, multi-mixer weigh capability and
integration with other process controllers where required.
The increased mix accuracy, flexibility of operation and considerable advantages of bulk handling, in
particular that of increased productivity, from a supplier of proven technology make the Grain Tech
Weigh-mix Systems well worth considering for small, medium and large bulk handling and processing
requirements.

1.9

ABS Silos are constructed from Trevira fabric, which has exceptional strength characteristics under
load. The flexible silo concept also has many advantages over traditional silo construction. These
include low installation costs which is helped by the lightweight design reducing foundation
requirements, square design, and minimal discharge assistance means that height and floor space
requirements are reduced and the hygienic nature of the fabric makes it suitable for use with most
food products. (Trevira Tissue used is FDA approved).
The comparative low cost of an ABS Flexible Silo now opens up the possibility of bulk handling of raw
materials to companies who previously could not justify the cost of the more expensive traditional bulk
storage systems. Smaller bakeries in particular now, have the opportunity to consider bulk handling of
flour with an ABS silo system. The low installation cost coupled with the reduced space requirements
(often fitting into existing flour store areas), makes the ABS system within reach of a lot more smaller
bakery operators.
For larger capacity indoor storage applications, the Silbox range of aluminium or stainless steel bolt
together silos offers a wide range of options and are particularly suitable where the installation area is
restricted.
Bulk Storage Silos for external installation are provided in food grade epoxy finished carbon steel or
stainless steel fabrication incorporating a flex-flow coreless auger discharge or alternatively,
pneumatic transfer to the following processes.
In addition to the Bulk Storage Silos, Grain Tech will also design and supply a cost effective
handling/weighing system to meet each individual customer’s requirements.
Fore more information contact:

Grain Tech Ltd
Ph: 09 263 6926
E-mail: admin@graintech.co.nz

2.

REASONS FOR CHANGING FROM EXISTING SYSTEMS

2.1

There is at present, an increasing demand by the bakery and related industries to satisfy the need for
accurate and consistent proportioning of all recipe ingredients.
There is a desire for a “one type” system to handle both dry and liquid ingredients. The facility to weigh
all recipe ingredients is generally accepted as the most accurate method. To have the capability to
weigh at the actual point of use – in the mixer – must be of vital importance.
A system of “weighing in the mixer” must be considered as a practical approach to:
(a) The re-modelling of existing manually loaded and simple weighing systems which normally
incorporate volumetric metering of liquid ingredients.
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(b) The design of a new factory initially planned to start with one or two production lines and
eventually expanded to accommodate an unspecified number of lines.
(c) Satisfying the desire to simplify the control of handling operations while moving towards remotely
controlled materials monitoring eliminating manual intervention.
To this end, “centralised” control and integration has been accepted for a considerable time. New
systems involving this type of control are well proven within many processes.
2.2

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE INTRODUCTION OF ”WEIGH-MIX”
(a) The major factor is undoubtedly the design of a low profile platform assembly coupled to a load
cell weighing system which ignores the weight of the mixer and is capable of accurately weighing
all the ingredients in a recipe possibly ranging from 0.5 kg up to 1000 kg.
(b) The largest ingredient in any recipe is flour and in the past it was considered necessary to blend a
variety of flours accurately by weight in order to achieve the correct qualities for a particular
recipe. This philosophy now appears to have considerably less importance and users generally
have fewer suppliers of flour, the quality of which is established before delivery. In addition, in large
operations, the equipment for the storage and discharge of flour has improved to the extent that
to discharge several silos simultaneously and blend flours by volume is now a practical proposition.
(c) Load cell mounted weigh stations complete with the mixer positioned on the platform assembly,
have proven to be extremely reliable and accurate over many years in operation and under
normal operating conditions require practically no maintenance.
(d) Suppliers of high speed dough mixers are well aware of the need for accurate recipe formulation
into their machines and their designs incorporate the necessary new feeding and weighing
techniques the new Weigh-mix concept offers.

2.3

ADVANTAGES
(a) The smallest bakery can now have, at a justifiable initial cost, a “proportioning by weight” system
for all ingredients.
(b) The Weigh-mix unit is compatible with current bakery thinking and suits the broader issues of the
“modular” production line.
(c) The high levels necessary to accommodate sieving machines, blending bins, central weighers and
the associated distribution, is not needed providing considerable cost savings.
(d) High buildings to house and support service bins above mixers can be eliminated, again saving
costs.
(e) When considering automatic handling of dry ingredients in a ground floor mixing room, it is usually
found to be impossible to introduce weighing equipment above the mixers because of the height
restrictions. By using the low profile Weigh-mix (250mm high) and a simple re-lift conveyor from a
floor mounted service bin, the problem can be resolved.
(f)

Considerable initial savings can be made by the elimination of a large central control panel with
its associated manual back-up facilities.

(g) Second generation handling plants have, in some instances, included audit check weighing
facilities for dry and liquid ingredients. The new Weigh-mix eliminates the need for such extra
sophistication.
(h) The Weigh-mix System can be supplied with either:
i.

Very simple manually controlled pneumatic switches;
or
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ii.
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A sophisticated control panel.

(i)

The Weigh-mix is important when the need is to dispense ingredients accurately, the weight of
which may vary considerably from recipe to recipe.

(j)

The system will monitor continuously and totalise by weight all the ingredients in a recipe.

(k) The control panel for a modern central weighing system in a new factory presents numerous
problems of function, design and manufacture, the solving of which takes time. Because of the
nature of the central system, the functions of the panel are usually the last to be determined. It is
considered that the Weigh-mix concept, by virtue of its ease of modular application, will enable
critical control decisions to be made earlier in the project study with consequent cost savings.
(l)

The re-modelling of an existing handling plant is a difficult and expensive operation and involves
consideration of:
i.
Ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

3.

Higher throughput,
Increased accuracy and consistency of recipe ingredients into the mixer,
Data collection and recording of all ingredient usage,
Minimum interruption of production,
The handling and control of ingredients of intermediate and minor weight,
Alternate methods of dough mixing, e.g. batch or continuous.

THE WEIGH-MIX WEIGHING SYSTEM

The essence of the system is to ensure that a mixing vessel can receive exact quantities of material weighed
in the mixer, overcoming the problems of loss of material in conveying piping, service bins, hoppers, filters, etc.
associated with external weighing systems.
In our design, a mixer unit is mounted on a load gathering weighing system similar to that used with a
conventional hopper scale. The major difference is that instead of finishing at a dial from which weight signals
are taken, the load cell system, automatically provides the signal for integrated control of all of the associated
handling equipment items, i.e. metering feeders, liquid valves, etc.
The ingredients within a recipe can vary widely from say 400 kg of flour to as little as 4 kg of liquid.
The Weigh-mix is capable of weighing accurately over those limits by the use of a load cell amplifier unit,
splitting the weigher into two ranges of, for instance, a major scale reading from 0 to 800 kg by 1 kg increments
and a minor scale reading from 0 to 100 kg by 200 g increments. On either scale accuracy will be of the order
of ± 0.25% of full scale deflection.
Therefore, the major scale ingredients will be accurate to better than ± 2 kg and the minor scale ingredients
to ± 250 g of a set weight.
The Weigh-mix can be supplied with an “auto-tare” device which automatically balances out material in the
mixer.
This means that, at the start of the filling cycle, residual material from the previous batch may be left in the
mixer and be ignored by the weigher. In order to use the final weight display as a recipe total weight check,
it is necessary to record the residual weight before the weigher auto-tares to zero.
With the simpler control systems, it will necessitate the operator making a note of residual weight, but in the
more sophisticted control units, the information can be stored and automatically deducted in order that a
“print-out” will show “recipe weight” as well as total batch weight.
A further auto-tare device is available to “zero” the scale between each weighment to avoid the
accumulation of small ingredient errors.
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WEIGH-MIX SPECIFICATIONS

Control System comprising:
One

Floor mounted console, in sheet steel, designed to house equipment detailed.

One

MYCOS (Modular Micro) control system based on an WINCC Micro Processor Unit providing the
following facilities:
Sequential weighing of up to 20 ingredients in cumulative of non-cumulative mode.
Recipe storage, in battery protected CMOS RAMS, complete with a hardware key operated write
lockout feature. The recipe would be entered/changed in an off line mode via a V.D.U. (Visual Display
Unit). Up to 50 recipes can be stored.
The weighing cycle has the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

5.

Zero check,
Auto-tare,
Feeder recall (for under weights),
Inflight compensation (automatically adjusted by constantly checking the cut-off amounts and
homing in on the actual weight required),
Tolerance check and setting time,
All the constants associated with the above facilities are entered into a table via the V.D.U.,
A 20mA serial data loop feature is available for transmitting various pertinent data including tare,
weight, target weight, recipe number, etc. This information could be intercepted by Addressable
Display Units which can be mounted at any local or remote position with repeat displays possible.
A bin allocation listing whereby the materials used in various bins or tanks can be identified by a
4 digit code which appears on the log format and printout format,
An inventory control package provides totalised values of material usage and batches
completed of each recipe.

WEIGH-MIX WITH MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL

Weigher: To weigh ingredients being fed to a high speed dough mixer. The mixer will stand on the weighing
unit which will consist of:
One

Three or four load cell weighing system. The support assembly is designed and stressed to withstand a
15,000 kg gross loading to support both nett and tare weights. It would be supplied with all necessary
mounting plates and gussets for the support of the mixer from the load cells and the support of the
base assembly system.
The fulcra will be ball loaded and the load cells specially designed for an adverse “tare to nett” ratio.
The complete mixer mounting system will be epoxy resin coated to be hygienic and will be mounted
on suitably designed location pads.

One

Load cell transmitter which will produce a 4 – 20 mA signal proportional to the nett weight of the
material in the mixer.

One

Batch controller complete with key board and monitor or optional touch control panel.

One

High presusre air regulation and filter set comprising shut-off valve, pressure regulator, auto drain filter
and panel mounted pressure gauge for shut off valve control.

One

MCC containing the necessary contactor/starters, fuses, PLC, emergency lock out button and main
power supply switch necessary to operate the batching system associated equipment items.

One

Batching system programme.
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Control System comprising:
All values and totals are accessed and resettable via the V.D.U.
A separate output for a printer provides, at the end of a weighing sequence, a formatted hard copy
printout appertaining to that weighment. This printout is selectalbe via the V.D.U. and may either be a
printout every time or only when an “out of tolerance” occurs. The printout may also be held until
demanded, with totals of all materials used, batches completed, etc. This can be done at the end of
each shift.
The V.D.U. and printer are both on optically isolated interfaces and can, therefore, be situated remote
from the controller.
A production schedule of the batching requirements can be set up via the V.D.U. which allows future
requirements to be set up in advance. The system can be made to halt between batches. Any
additional item may easily be added to the schedule after the event either as priority requirement or
as a straight addition to it.
The formula required can also be entered by the operator from a remote station using a password in
the event of a production schedule amendment being called for.
Fully monitored 1/0 modules allows easy plant/equipment fault diagnosis with fully optical isolation for
high noise immunity.
This specification is for the supply of the Weigher and Controls and does not include any equipment for
feeding of materials.

6.

METHODS OF FEEDING DRY INGREDIENTS TO MIXERS
When considering the installation of a Weigh-mix System, there are a number of major aspects:
a)

The ingredients and the required accuracy of weight.

b)

The method and sequence of ingredient delivery to the mixer.

c)

The disposition of the mixer in relation to the building and consequently to the mechanisms
feeding the mixer.

Accordingly, Grain Tech engineers have prepared these notes and sketches to assist the designer.
6.1

The Mixer
It is necessary to know the type and style of the mixer. The name of the manufacturer and a drawing
of the machine would be most useful. Required details include:

6.2

a)

Overall dimensions of the machine.

b)

The number and type of dry ingredient filling points and whether fitted with automatic isolating
valves.

c)

The number and type of liquid ingredient filling points.

d)

The total weight of the empty machine including motors and any supporting platforms or castings
inherent to the machine.

e)

The maximum mixing capacity of the mixing bowl.

Layout
It is important to be aware of building details in respect of mixer location.
a)

Will it be on the ground floor, on a special mezzanine or on a higher floor?
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b)

The strength of the floor intended to support the mixer.

c)

The height of the mixer floor to indicate space available for feeding mechanisms.

d)

Floors above and below the mixer floor when considering b) and c).

e)

The position of any relevant bulk ingredient plant in relation to the mixer.

The series of sketches illustrate some options available for feeding mechanisms. It is appreciated that
other solutions may be found, and indeed, may be necessary. When considering the sketches,
important points to note are:

6.3

f)

The differences involving single or double dry ingredient inlets.

g)

Service bins either above or at the same level as the mixer.

h)

Service bins either with or without individual filter units where pneumatic conveying is involved.

i)

One service bin feeding simultaneously to two mixers.

Mixing Cycle
There are three stages in a complete mixing cycle: FILLING – MIXING – EMPTYING. These stages are
indicated on the Mixer Cycle Chart, page 9, which shows:
a)

Individual ingredients and their weight.

b)

The sequence of ingredient additions, weigher and mixer operations.

c)

The origin of ingredients and whether multiple mixers have to queue or not for a particular
ingredient. For example, flour could be fed simultaneously to all mixers from individual service bins
over each mixer = “NON QUEUE”, whereas fat may have to be fed to one mixer at a time from
one common source = “QUEUE”.

d)

Ingredient filling times.

e)

Weigher operation times.

f)

Mixer operations, without times.

g)

Total weight of ingredients.

h)

Total time to get ingredients into the mixer.

NOTE:
The chart illustrates that the Weigh-mix filling sequence timing can be equal to or quicker than,
traditional (or generally accepted) methods. It must be emphasised that during this filling sequence,
the Weigh-mix accurately weighs each ingredient where it is needed – IN THE MIXER.
THE MIXING operation will be determined by recipe and production requirements and will be set by
time, by temperature and by energy input (or mixer revolutions).
THE DISCHARGE time will be governed by the style of mixer, the dough consistency and the angle of
discharge of the mixer bowl.
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MIXER CYCLE CHART
Typical Wholemeal Biscuit Recipe
INGREDIENT

WT

ORIGIN

OPERATION

TIMES

1

Mixer empty. Closed

-

-

2

Start cycle

-

2

3

Auto-tare. Main Scale

-

5

4 Sugar

87 S/Bin NQ

Fast feed. 20 T/hour

16

-

5 Sugar

28 S/Bin NQ

Slow feed. 10 T/hour

10

-

-

8

12

-

-

8

63

-

-

8

20

-

6

Store data. Change scale to Amp

7 Salt

8 S/Bin NQ

8

Gravity feed
Store data. Change scale to
Main

9 Fat

130 Bulk

Q

10

Pump 120 ltrs/min
Store data. Change scale to Amp

11 Liquid pre-mix with
recipe water

60 Bulk

NQ

Gravity feed

12

Store data. Auto-tare. Lock
weigher electrically

-

12

13

Cream. Run mixer

-

*

? time

14 Wholemeal

107 S/Bin NQ

Fast feed. 20 T/hour

19

-

15 Wholemeal

28 S/Bin NQ

Slow feed. 10 T/hour

10

-

-

2

16

Store data. Accumulate

17 Flour

218 S/Bin NQ

Fast feed. 30 T/hour

26

-

18 Flour

42 S/Bin NQ

Slow feed. 15 T/hour

10

-

-

8

12

-

Store data. Auto-tare. Display
total recipe weight

-

10

22

Final mix

? time

-

*

23

Discharge mixer

? time

-

*

TOTAL FILLING TIME - Seconds

198

-

TOTAL WEIGHER TIME - Seconds

-

63

Store data. Auto-tare. Change
scale to Amp

19
20 Hand additives

5

21
(Total Weight)

713

NQ

TOTAL TIME EXCLUDING MIXER OPERATION = 4 minutes 21 seconds
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ABS Bulk Storage Silo
Installation Procedure

1. The silo installation area is prepared as a
separate enclosure or stand-alone
arrangement within an existing processing
or storage area. The silo support
framework is pre-fabricated and moved
into place.

3. The completed top section with the bulk
storage silo fitted is assembled up to the
support framework in situ with all cross
bracing and bracketing being provided
simply to be easily bolted together on site.

2. The flexible silo is fitted up to the top section of the support
framework, complete with filling entry unit and level sensor
bracket. Load cells may be installed in the top section where
required.

4. Load cells for accurate bulk silo product weight
indication can be fitted up to the top support
framework where required.
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5. The assembled storage silo is completely self-supporting and
has an evaser discharge hopper section for complete
emptying. Discharge may be via either of a flex-flow
conveyor or pneumatic transfer system where a long
distance is called for from the silo to the weigh-hopper.

6. An optional security sifting of the product
discharging from the silo prior to conveying to
the weigh-hopper may be installed where
required.

7. All ancillary equipment items, i.e. weighhopper, support framework, etc, is provided in
a pre-fabricated form ready for simple
installation on site.

8. The silo filling conveying line and auxiliary exhaust connections
are fitted within the building to suit the customer’s installation
requirements.
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9. The transfer from the bulk storage silo may be to a standalone weigh-hopper complete with load cells and weighing
controller.

10. Alternatively, the product transfer may be directly to a mixing
unit installed on a load cell fitted based unit.

In either case, the selected weight for the respective batch is controlled from a batch controller with auto tare and digital
readout features.

11. Product supply to the bulk storage silo is direct via a transfer
line from the delivery tanker utilizing either a site-blowing rig
or a tanker fitted blowing unit.

12. All equipment supplied is installed to suit the
application within the area available.
Variations to meet the process needs are
planned in prior to fabrication and
installation with the component items being
provided to suit, enabling easy and quick
erection in situ.
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Indoor silos in stainless or aluminum steel, with vibrating cone or fluidized bed for a complete
emptying of product by the first in first out principal.

For the food, chemical, pharmaceutical, pet-food, plastic,
paper…industries
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